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A control approach to reduce the total power propagating along fluid-filled elastic cylinders is 
analytically investigated. The motion of the cylinder is described by the Kennard shell equations 
fully coupled to the interior acoustic field. The vibration disturbance source is a pre-determined 
free propagating wave of either n=0 or n-1 circumferential order and the control forces 
considered are appropriate harmonic line forces radially applied to the structure. The radial 
displacement of the shell wall at discrete locations downstream of control forces is minimized 
using feedforward quadratic optimal theory. The difference of total power flow through the 
system before and after control is then used to evaluate the impact of the fluid on the 
performance of the control approach. For the breathing circumferential mode (n=0), owing to 
the coupling between the two media, the fluid decreases the control performance when the 
disturbance is a structural-type incident wave. When the disturbance is a fluid-type incident 
wave, with a pressure near field concentrated at the shell wall, significant reductions of the 
transmitted power flow can be achieved. For the beam mode (n = 1 ), even though the control is 
applied to the structure, the fluid increases the control performances below the first acoustic 
cut-off frequency and decreases it above this frequency. 

PACS numbers: 43.40.Vn, 43.40.Ey 
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shell power factor 
power transmission loss 
transmission power coefficient 
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disturbance wave displacement 
disturbance wave amplitude 
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INTRODUCTION 

Vibration of fluid-filled cylinders is an important prob- 
lem in many industrial and defense applications. Piping 
systems can be excited by a large number of sources related 
either to the structural or the internal fluid path, through 

disturbances such as compressors, pumps, or valves. More 
important is the fact that, as vibrational energy propagates 
along a piping system, it can excite other equipment at- 
tached to the structure, often at distances far from the 

source. Therefore, it is of prime importance to be able to 
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control the total energy flow going through these systems. 
Due to the coupling between the structure and the fluid, 
this can be a difficult task to achieve by passive methods. 
The present paper investiga•c• an active control approach 
to reduce the vibration and hupefully the total power flow 
through an infinite fiuid-filk•d elastic cylindrical shell. In 
addition, it would be preferab!e to apply the active control 
directly to the shell wall even d•ough the aim is to control 
both the shell and the fiuk•l power. Such a configuration 
would be less obtrusive c•';• the flow field and easier to 

install. A thorough understanding of •he dynamic behavior 
of fluid-filled shells is critical to an investigation on active 
control applied to such s•s•ems. Fuller and Fahy • have 
analytically studied the pipe behavior in terms of propaga- 
tion of free waves and gaw':• physical interpretations of the 
eigenvalues of the infinite •ystem. They • also determined 
whether the vibratio•al energy was located in the pipe wall 
or the contained fimd• More recently, Br6vart and Fuller 2 
evaluated the effect of an internal uniform flow on this 

distribution of vibrational energy. Fuller also considered 
the problem of structural excitation by a radial line force 3 
and internal mono?ole excitation 4 •)•' the coupled system. 
Leyrat and Cush•er• :• presented a soi. ution for the mobility 
of a cylindrical she!• system subjected to a radial line force 
including the e•]bc! o•'a uniform internal llc•w. Finally, 
Fuller and Br6wrt 6 r•::•cently investigated the dc'•'.rmination 
of energy propagauon paths into a fluid-filled elastic cylin- 
drical shell excitec by a radial •.•pulsive line fi)rce applied 
to the shell wall. 

In the present paper, the tt,,•l power flow reduction in 
the coupled pipe-4.•.uid system, O•: to the active control •,f 
the radial displacement of the l'•;l•e wall, will be presented 
considering harmonic structura!.lype and fluid-type inci- 
dent free waves as disturbances fi>:c both n=0 and n= 1 

circumferential modes. One or :•.;v•'.•'• harmo•fic line forces 

radially applied on the pipe •v::,?!l will be used as control 
forces. The error information •.,,• [:,c rninimi;cd will be the 

radial displacement of the shci• a• one or two locations, 
depending on the number of ½o'r•'ir•>i forces. Res•,{ts w:i•l be 
presented in comparison to the •:::•,,.•c control approach per- 
formed on an in vacuo shell. 

I. CONTROL METHODOLOGY 

The cylindrical coordinate system employed in the 
theory is shown in Fig. 1. The diagrams in Fig. 2 describe 
the arrangements of the two control approaches investi- 
gated. In both cases, we consider as a disturbance on the 
infinite c•x •inder, an incident propagating f, ce wave solu- 
tion s of, ircumferential order n. This wave is written in 

terms of shell radial displacement as 
inc 'nc ß 

Wns (x,t)---- W•s exp(t{ (knsa)inc[ (x-f-xi)/a]}--icot), 
(1) 

where the nondimensional axial wave number (karl)in c is 
given by the dispersion curves of the system for this par- 
ticular mode n. The disturbance has amplitude Winnf at 
x=--xi. Due to added damping (see later), the amplitude 
will slightly decay as the wave propagates through the con- 
trol discontinuity. 

i 

w 

u 

n=0 

n=l 

FIG. 1. Coord• !e system and modal shapes. 

A. Input disturbance, free wave propagation 

The equation of motion and eigenvalues of the infinite 
system fo• free wave propagation have been derived and 
their physical interpretation discussed in Ref. 1. In this 
reference, Fuller used the Donnell-Mushtari shell equa- 
tions to describe the shell motion. These equations are a 
simplified version of the Kennard's differential equations 
and were recently found to give unsatisfactory results at 
extremely low frequencies. Kennard's equations are thus 
prefered in thi• investigation. Figure 3(a) and (b) shows 
the typical dis!,:•ersion curves for an undamped steel shell of 
thickness h/a-O.05 in oacuo vibrating in the n=0 and 
n--1 circumferential modes derived using the Kennard 
equations. Figure 4 (a) and (b) shows the corresponding 
dispersion curves when the shell is filled with water. 

Considering first the breathing mode (n=0) and an in 
oacuo shell, there is only one wave [see Fig. 3 (a)] which is 
purely real and thus propagating at all frequencies and it is 
denoted as the branch s= 1 (a very small imaginary part 
appears if some structural damping is introduced in the 

Case 1 

Case 2 

Conll'ol Force 
Minimization Point 

Incident wave I Residual Vibrations 
Water-filled cylinder 

Control Forces 

Water-filled cylinder 

Minimization Points 

[ I •, slduaj vlbratløns 
A B 

FIG. 2. Control system configurations. 
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FIG. 3. Dispersion curves of an in vacuo steel shell, h/a=O.05, , 
purely real and purely imaginary k,•a; .... , real and imaginary pans of 
complex k,•a; (a) n=0, (b) n=l. 
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FIG. 4. Dispersion curves of a water-filled steel shell, h/a=O.05;-- m •, 
purely real and purely imaginary k,•a; .... , real and imaginary parts of 
complex k,•a; (a) n=0, (b) n= 1. 

system). This wave is purely extensional in nature at low 
frequencies and changes into a flexural wave around the 
ring frequency II = 1 (Ref. 7). If the shell is now filled with 
water [Fig. 4(a)], two waves denoted as s= 1 and 2, prop- 
agate at all frequencies and can be used as incident distur- 
bances, since both of them are purely real roots. The 
branch s= 1 is an "acoustically slow" wave, close in nature 
to a fluid wave in a rigid-walled tube at low frequencies. 
This branch approaches the in vacuo flexural solution at 
very high frequencies. Its main characteristic is that the 
radial wave number, at all frequencies, is purely imaginary. 
This implies that, in the fluid field, the nature of the wave 
is a pressure near field concentrated close to the shell wall. 
To be more precise, the fluid loading for this particular 
wave appears as a mass loading added on the inner side of 
the structure. The branch s= 2 is a structural-type wave at 
low frequencies, close to the in vacuo extensional solution. 
Because of the heavy fluid introduced in the system and the 
induced coupling phenomenon, this branch turns into a 
pressure release duct solution above the ring frequency. 

Considering the beam mode (n= 1), both dispersion 
curves for the in vacuo and the water-filled shell [Figs. 3 (b) 

and 4(b)], display only one purely real wave at low fre- 
quencies; the response is similar to the flexural vibrations 
of a rod at low frequencies and the main effect of the fluid 
is to increase the mass of the system. Thus, only one kind 
of disturbance has to be considered for the circumferential 

mode n = 1. 

B. Forced vibrations 

The control forces considered are radial line forces of 

the same circumferential distribution as the disturbance 

applied to the pipe wall (see Fig. 2): 

po(X,t) =F0 cos( nO)•J(X • xo)e -køt (2) 

where F 0 is the force per unit length of circumference. The 
input mobility of an infinite fluid-filled cylindrical shell has 
been previously derived by Fuller. 3 The shell displacements 
for the circumferential mode n are first expressed as inverse 
Fourier transforms, 

u= Un cos( nO)e i( k•x-•øt-•r/2) dkn , (3) 
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v=--• Vn sin(nO)e i(knx-•øt) dkn, (4) 

w=--• I•n cos(nO)e i(knx-•øt) dkn. (5) 

Substituting these relations into the Kennard shell 
equations, 8 

o q2u 1--vo q2u l+v o q2v voqw // 

•x 2--I- 2a 2 o•02--I- 2•- o•x a•--I-••x-c•; =0' (6) 
l+v O2u 
2a c•x O0 +• 

1 -- v c•2v 1 c•2v 1 c•w h 2 v 

•3W OW• /)' x (7) 

v Ou 

aOx 

4-v 1 O2w 

+ 2 ( 1 - v• a -• c90 • + • 
po( -v2) 

Eh ' 
(8) 

where /• is the shell thickness parameter given by 
/•2= h2/12a 2, a is the mean radius of the shell, h is the shell 
thickness, v is the Poisson's ratio, E is the Young's mod- 
ulus, cL is the extensional phase speed of the shell material, 
Pa(O,x) is the fluid loading acting normally to the cylin- 
drical surface of the shell, the spectral equation of motion 
of the forced response of the system can be represented into 
a matrix form, 

Lll L12 L13 On • 
L21 L22 L23 •'n = aFoeiknX o , 
L31 L32 L33 •/n 

where the elements of the matrix system are 

(9) 

In Eq. (9), 11 is the nondimensional frequency 
11=wa/CL. FL is the fluid loading term due to the pres- 
ence of the acoustic field and is given by 1 

FL=l•2(p f/ps) (h/a)-l( kra)-l [Jn(kra)/J'n(kra) ], 
(10) 

where pf is the density of the fluid. The variable kra is the 
nondimensional radial wave number that can be obtained 

from the wave-number vector relationship as 

kra= q_ [•2(CL/Cf)2 -- (kna)2] 1/2, ( 11 ) 

where cœ is the free wave speed of the fluid. 
Solving for Wn and taking the inverse Fourier trans- 

form give the radial displacement 

Fo cos (n0) f- oo w( l),,x/a,rt ) = •-••aa 133 
Xexp[i(knalx/a+xo/al ) ]dkna, (12) 

where 

133 = ( Lll L22-- L12L21)/(detl L I ), (13) 

The solution of the integral in Eq. (12) has already 
been discussed by Fuller 3 and is performed by the method 
of residues, each of these residues being evaluated at the 
poles, i.e., at the eigenvalues kns of the infinite system. Note 
that, as the continuous integral of Eq. (12) is evaluated by 
a summation of residues over the branch number s, the 

subscript of the wave number kn has altered to ns. 

•,2 )2 1 Lll = -- --I- (kna +5(l--v) n2, 

L13=v(kna), L21=L12, 

L22 = -- •2--I-«(l--v) (kna)2-Jr-n 2, 

h 2 v 
••n(n2--1) L23=n--8a2 1--v ' 

L31=L13, L32=r/, 

1 

L12 =•( 1 + v)n(kna), 
C. Optimal control 

Consider the second control approach on Fig. 2, with 
two control forces/two minimization points (the first case, 
one control force/one minimization point, being a simpli- 
fied case of the other). Note that two error points are 
needed to avoid an overdetermined system. The total radial 
displacements of the shell at locations X=A and B can be 
expressed in matrix form by 

L33= __ •2__[_ 1 -+-B2 ( [ (kna)2--[-rt2] 2 2(l-v) 
• n 2 

[W t] = [D] •/i•7-'•- [C] [F], (14) 

2(l--v) --FL. where the matrices are given by 
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[D]T= exp i(knsa)inc T • 
x'--O 

[C] = 
1 

2•rpsc•h/a 

f _-øø I33 exp i(knalX+Xøl ) l dkn a 
oo a x=O 

f__+; 133exp i(knalX+Xøl) dknalx:ax• a 

I33 exp 

f .-+; I33 exp[i( kncl cl I X -{- X O -- i• f dkn 

(15) 

(16) 

[F] r=[Fc• Fc2], (17) 

[wt]r=[wt(a) wt(B)], (18) 

and [ ]r denotes the matrix transpose operator. 
In matrix form, the square of the displacement mod- 

ulus is therefore 

[ wtl n[ W t ] = [ O}[li;7 -3- CFIH[ O wi•n: '4- CF] 

+ •[/inn: [ DI-IFIF+FH[ CI-ICIF, (19) 

sjn = • kjaJtn ( k•a ) 

X k5aJ,n(k5a ) Jn(ksrr)J•n(k5r)r dr, (26) 
and in which e= 2 if n =0 and e= 1 if n> 1; 

Sn Sn 

Ps=•p•• • • Wnsexp(ikn•) •j 
s=0 j=O 

X exp ( -- ik•jx ) S f. sjn, (27) 

where superscript "H" denotes the Hermitian operator. 
The optimal control forces to minimize this quadratic 

cost function are then given by 9 

[Flopt = -- [ cH c I - • [ CH D I Win7 . (20) 

D. Transmission power coefficient 

Let us express the shell displacements and the pressure 
in the fluid field for a particular circumferential mode n as 
a series of modes, 

S n 

U= Z UnscOS(rtO) ei(knsx-•øt-•r/2) 
s--O 

, (21) 

S n 

V= •] Vns Sin(rtO)e i(knsx-•øt), 
s=0 

(22) 

S n 

w -- • Wns cos ( n O) e i(kns x-- (at) 
s=O 

(23) 

S n 

P= Z Pns cos(rtO)Jn(kjr) ei(knsx-•øt) 
s=0 

(24) 

Power flows in the x direction in the fluid field, Pf, 
and in the shell wall, Ps, have already been derived in 
several references (Refs. 1, 2, and 4) and are given by 

S n S n 
•' 3 3 

Pf=• CL• p.f6 Z Z Wnsexp(iknyx) s=O j=O 

Xexp(--ikn*jx)Fsfjn, (25) 

where the shell factor Sfsj n is given by 

S f. = [ (h/a)3/12][ (knsa)2(kn*ja) +vn2(kn*j) +aas(knsa) sjn 

x ( * kn2a) +nRts( ) ] + [ (h/a)/2] 

X [(knsa)RasRa%+nvRtsRa*j+vRa* j] +[(h/a)/4] 

X (1--¾)(nRasR* knsaRtsRt•). (28) tj+ 

In Eq. (28), Ras and Rts are the ratios of axial and torsional 
to radial amplitudes of vibration obtained by re- 
substituting the derived axial wave number kns into the 
equations of motion (9) of the free vibrating system. 7 In 
Eqs. (25) and (27), the radial displacement amplitude Wns 
is obtained by substituting the optimal control forces into 
the Eq. (12). 

The performance of the control discontinuity is then 
evaluated by the transmission power coefficient T o evalu- 
ated over the region of application of control as 

transmitted power flow (in fluid & shell) 

incident power flow (in fluid & shell) 

(Pf+Ps)trans 
(Pf+Ps)inc 

(29) 

The incident wave is assumed to have unit amplitude 
wi•nf -- 1. Note that this definition of control performance 
ignores the effect of the active control system on the source 
power itself. We assume that the source is unaffected by the 
application of active control. 

Power transmisson loss is then defined as 

where the fluid power factor is given by TL= 10 loglo(To). (30) 
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TABLE I. Material properties. 10 

Young's Free wave 
modulus Poisson's Density speed Damping 

Material (N/m 2) ratio (kg/m 3) (m/s) ratio 

Steel 19.2X 1010 0.3 7800 5200 0.02 
Water ...... 1000 1500 ... 

II. RESULTS 

A. Breathing mode n--0 

1. Shell thickness hla=O.05 

Results are given for two cases of discontinuity, when 
one control line force is applied and the radial displace- 
ment of the Shell is minimized at one location, and when 
two control forces spaced a distance AXf=0. la are used to 
minimized the radial displacement at two different axial 
locations spaced a distance AXp=0.05a. In the second case 
the two forces have been spaced a distance about 10 times 
smaller than the minimum wavelength, at the highest fre- 
quency. In this situation, the forces introduce a line mo- 
ment component in the pipe shell in addition to a radial 
force. To evaluate the radial displacement, using the resi- 
dues theorem, eight roots had to be considered to reach 
convergence of the expression in Eq. (12). Material prop- 
erties for the system are given in Table I. Note that an 
artificial damping ,/has been added to the shell material, 
making E, the Young modulus, complex and equal to 
E' =E( 1 -- •/i). 

Figure 5 shows the power transmission loss TL con- 
sidering an in vacuo steel shell of thickness h/a=O.05. The 
branch s= 1 of the dispersion curves in Fig. 3 was used as 
an incident disturbance wave corresponding to a structural 
source. At low frequencies (f•<0.95), even though the in- 
cident wave is extensional in nature, it is possible to reduce 
the downstream power flow because of the Poisson's ratio 
effect. Attenuations vary from 10 to 27 dB with the one 
control force/one error point configuration and attenua- 
tions from 10 to 40 dB are obtained the two control forces/ 

-lO 

-15 

-20 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 23 3 

Non-dimensional frequency, fi 

FIG. 6. Transmission power coefficient, water-filled steel shell, h/a 
=0.05, n =0, branch s= 2 incident;-----, one control force; ..... , two 
control forces. 

two error points configuration. Above the ring frequency 
II= 1, the incident wave changes in nature to a flexural 
wave and is thus more efficiently affected by radial line 
forces. About 20 dB of attenuation are obtained with one 

force at frequencies above II = 1.5. With two closely spaced 
control forces, the total power flow is reduced from 30 to 
50 dB; the out-of-plane and part of the in-plane vibrations 
have been strongly reduced. 

When the shell is filled with water, two types of dis- 
turbance, corresponding to the two real branches on the 
dispersion curves [Fig. 4(a)], can be considered: a struc- 
tural and a fluid type wave. Figure 6 shows the power 
transmission loss when the incident wave is the branch 

denoted as s=2, which is a structural type wave at low 
frequencies. Even though the radial displacement is per- 
fectly controlled at the error point (for example, see the 
cases II=0.5 and II= 3 in Fig. 7), one control force proves 
to be a very inefficient discontinuity, as no significant re- 
duction of the transmitted power flow is obtained at any 
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FIG. 5. Transmission power coefficient, in vacuo steel shell h/a-O.05, 
n =0, branch s= 1 incident; .... , one control force; ..... , two control 
forces. 

-- j 
i error •point, 

2.5 

-/--i-'- ......... h:"" ..... f ........... ! ...... !--.-/.• ....... i ......... :• ..... ::--. 

0.5 

0 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Axial distance, x/a 

FIG. 7. Magnitude of the radial displacement of the wall, one control 
force, water-filled steel shell, h/a=O.05, branch s=2 incident;-- , 
fl = 0.05; .... , fl = 3;-- - --, uncontrolled disturbance magnitude. 
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FIG. 8. Transmission power coefficient, water-filled steel shell, h/a 
=0.05, n--0, branch s= 1 incident; .... , one control force; ..... , two 
control forces. 

FIG. 9. Transmission power coefficient, water-filled steel shell, h/a 
=0.005, n=O, branch s=2 incident; .... , one control force; ..... , two 
control forces. 

frequency. The reason for this behavior is that the fluid 
modifies the energy propagation path at the control point 
and decreases the control performance by flanking energy 
around the discontinuity. Using two radial control forces, 
attenuations varying from 10 to 17 dB appear in the fre- 
quency range l•e[0.1;1.3], except around the frequency 
1•=0.85 at which the coupled system strongly resonates. 
For frequencies below •=0.05, the distance between the 
control forces or the error points approaches zero with 
respect to the wavelength of the incident wave '(• = 30a); 
therefore, results with one or two control forces become 

similar. No attenuation is achieved at frequencies above 
l•_ 1.3 as the incident wave turns into a pure fluid-type 
wave, very close to a pressure release duct solution, and 
most of the energy propagates via the fluid path. Note that, 
for some frequencies associated with resonances of the sys- 
tem, the transmission loss is positive, implying that al- 
though the radial vibration is minimized at the error points 
the total energy flow has increased. 

Figure 8 displays the power transmission loss when the 
incident disturbance is a fluid-type wave, i.e., the branch 
denoted as s= 1 on the dispersion curves of Fig. 4(a). As 
mentioned before, the most important characteristic of this 
wave is to be pressure near field at the shell wall at all 
frequencies. Performing the control with only one force, 
we can see the surprising result that the propagated power 
flow is reduced over almost the whole frequency range; 
good attenuations of 15 dB are obtained at low frequencies 
and an average 6 dB occurs above the frequency 1•=0.7. 
Because of breathing resonances of the coupled system in 
the radial direction, an increased power flow appears at a 
few discrete frequencies such as 1•=0.85. Using two con- 
trol forces, more noticeable attenuations of the total power 
flow are obtained, varying from 14 to 45 dB. The explana- 
tion for this unexpected result is in the particular nature of 
the incident wave; the near field closely hugging the wall 
reacts like a mass loading and is thus strongly affected by 
structural forces. 

2. Shell thickness h/a=O.005 

Figures 9 and 10 show the power transmission loss 
when the discontinuities consisting of one or two control 
forces (same configuration as in Sec. II A 1 ) are applied tO 
a fluid-filled steel shell of thickness h/a=O.005. Consider- 

ing the structural-type wave s= 2 as a disturbance, in Fig. 
9, we can see that power flow reductions can not be 
achieved using one control force only. Using two control 
forces, good performances appear in the frequency range 
•e[0.7;1.5]. In this range, up to 16 dB of attenuation is 
obtained at the frequency 1•=0.95. Poor performances oc- 
cur above this range because of the coupling between the 
two media (see Sec. II A 1). It was expected that below 
•=0.7, the line moment created by the two control forces 
would be more effective on the in-plane propagation as the 
shell compliance is increased. In reality, performances in 
the low-frequency range have been severely decreased. A 
maximum of 5-dB reduction is obtained at the frequency 
l•=0.1. This result can be explained by the fact that, as the 
shell compliance is increased, so is the coupling between 
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FIG. 10. Transmission power coefficient, water-filled steel shell, h/a 
--0.005, n-0, branch s= 1 incident; .... , one control force; ..... , two 
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FIG. 11. Transmission power coefficient, in vacuo steel shell, h/a=O.05, 
n = 1, branch s= 1 incident; .... , one control force; ..... , two control 
forces. 

the two media. That implies that the energy propagation 
path can be further modified, i.e., more energy can be 
flanked into the fluid medium. 

When the shell thickness is decreased to a ratio h/a 

=0.005, the fluid-type wave, i.e., the branch s= 1, becomes 
increasingly subsonic and almost all the incident energy is 
concentrated near the shell wall. Therefore, this wave is 
more strongly affected by structural forces. With one con- 
trol force, attenuations of the total power flow varying 
from 10 to 38 dB are obtained (see Fig. 10). Using the two 
control forces/two error points configuration, these atten- 
uations reach levels varying from 30 to 66 dB, which is 
approximately 20 dB more than with h/a=O.05. 

B. Beam mode n_-1 

Figure 11 shows the power transmission loss for the 
two control configurations described in Fig. 2 considering 
an in vacuo shell of thickness h/a=O.05 vibrating in the 
n = 1 circumferential mode with the s= 1 wave incident. At 

low frequencies, the nature of the incident wave 7 causes the 
pipe to vibrate as a long, slender beam. Therefore, perform- 
ing the control with only one structural force provides 
good attenuations from 10 to 30 dB of the total power flow. 
At higher frequencies, the incident wave becomes almost 
purely flexural 7 and is thus also highly affected by a struc- 
tural force; reductions varying from 4 to 28 dB (at 12 = 3) 
are obtained. Of course, a pair of control forces is even 
more effective as it also reduces part of the in-plane prop- 
agation. At low frequencies, virtually total control of the 
disturbance is achieved (up to 100 dB of attenuation). At 
higher frequencies, an average 20 dB of attenuation has 
added to the results of the previous one force/one error 
point configuration. 

When the shell is filled with water (Fig. 12), two im- 
portant phenomena affect the control performance. At low 
frequencies, below the first acoustic cutoff frequency near 
12=0.55, the control effectiveness is increased; up to 60 dB 
of attenuation is obtained with only one control force. In 
this frequency range, the fluid simply acts as an additional 

FIG. 12. Transmission power coefficient, water-filled steel shell, h/a 
=0.05, n= 1, branch s= 1 incident; .... , one control force; ..... , two 
control forces. 

mass decreasing the fluid-filled pipe compliance. lø How- 
ever, above the first cutoff frequency, as higher order 
•coustic modes propagate, control performances are se- 
verely decreased; less than 5 dB of attenuation is obtained 
with one force and a maximum of 20 dB is achieved with 

two forces. More of the propagating energy is carried by 
the fluid medium and is thus weakly affected by structural 
forces. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

The active control of wave propagation in fluid-filled 
elastic cylindrical shells has been analytically investigated. 
Control was applied as radial line forces while radial shell 
vibration was minimized at up to two downstream points. 

In the n =0 case, although the control was structural, 
it has been noticed that it is surprisingly easier to reduce 
the total power flow propagating along the coupled system 
when the disturbance is a fluid-type incident wave. This 
behavior is associated with the particular nature of the 
wave, i.e., pressure near field close to the shell wall. For 
structural-type wave propagation, because of the coupling 
between the two media, the fluid severely decreases the 
control performance. Nevertheless, with this kind of dis- 
turbance, relatively good attenuations of the total power 
flow can be obtained in the non-dimensional frequency 
range 12e[0.7;1.5] as the shell thickness is decreased. 

In the n= 1 case, it has been noticed that the fluid 
increases the control performances below the first acoustic 
cutoff frequency. Above this frequency, good control of the 
propagating power flow using structural forces is difficult 
to achieve as more energy is carried by the fluid medium 
due to acoustic waves cutting on and propagating, leading 
to flanking around the discontinuity provided by the con- 
trol system. 
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